Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2015
Mirani State High received $268,244

Our full 2015 agreement can be found here: Great Results Guarantee

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2015, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we have exceeded our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

- Providing targeted professional development for staff in literacy and numeracy.
- Creation of a non-teaching lead literacy teacher position to work with the Master Teacher to identify and develop high yield pedagogies, coach and monitor literacy in Years 7, 8 and 9.
- Resource additional teacher time to facilitate literacy blocks focused on meeting guarantees from student Individual Learning Guarantees.
- Use a standardised testing schedule enabling a whole school approach to rapid recalls/warm-ups to develop students’ literacy and numeracy.